AMES MAJOR WORKSHEET  
SOUTH SOUTHEAST ASIA AREA CONCENTRATION

STUDENT: __________________________________________ CLASS: ____________  

COMPLETE THIS FORM IN CONSULTATION WITH YOUR ADVISER AND HAND IT IN TO THE  
PROGRAM OFFICE WITH THREE COPIES OF YOUR MAJOR CARD SIGNED BY THE AMES CHAIR.

Name of Adviser: _______________________________________. Any regular member of the Program  
faculty with an East Asia specialization can act as your adviser, subject to availability.

### REQUIREMENTS:

- **One SSEA core course:**
  
  No.________ Title:________________________________________________ Term:_______

- **Seven courses from the list of SSEA courses;** up to four may be language courses (excluding the first-  
  year 1,2,3 sequence). (Combining courses from other areas of concentration—Middle East or East Asia—  
  requires approval by the adviser and the AMES Chair of a written rationale):
  
  No.________ Title:________________________________________________ Term:_______  
  No.________ Title:________________________________________________ Term:_______  
  No.________ Title:________________________________________________ Term:_______  
  No.________ Title:________________________________________________ Term:_______  
  No.________ Title:________________________________________________ Term:_______  
  No.________ Title:________________________________________________ Term:_______  
  No.________ Title:________________________________________________ Term:_______

- **One interregional course or approved substitute:**
  
  No.________ Title:________________________________________________ Term:_______

- **One culminating experience or approved substitute:**
  
  No.________ Title:________________________________________________ Term:_______